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October 28 2013  
 

When Environment meets Development: Making the Minamata 
Convention a true ally for the miners  
 
During the Diplomatic Conference on the Minamata Convention  between the 7th and 11th of October, the 
Alliance for Responsible Mining (ARM) had the honor of intervening to applaud the signature of the Minamata 
Convention, as well as to emphasize important issues to be considered as the world takes its next steps 
towards global mercury reduction. Representing the Alliance for Responsible Mining, Chair of its Board of 
Directors Dr. María Laura Barreto and Executive Board Member Mr. Patrick Schein were present at the 
conference. 
 
The signature of the Minamata Convention marks a true milestone for the 20 million artisanal miners in the 
world who can now finally benefit from a global framework for mercury reduction. Since the beginning of the 
negotiation process in 2009, ARM´s goal has been to raise awareness on the importance of the economic and 
social contribution of the artisanal mining sector locally, nationally and internationally as well as the potential 
of the sector as a development tool of high impact. 
 
ARM believes that addressing Artisanal and Small-scale Gold Mining (ASGM) directly through the National 
Action Plans is a correct approach for countries to deal with the challenges the sector faces. However, as it was 
emphasized by Dr. Maria Laura Barreto in her address at the conference, “these national plans need to be 
designed and implemented in partnership with the relevant actors, including and especially the miners, to 
make sure the plans respond to the actual needs of the sector and that they contribute sustainably to their 
country economies.” 
 
Dr. Barreto furthermore expressed ARM´s concern about the provisions on the mercury supply to the sector. A 
brutal and immediate reduction of the legal supply without appropriate formalization, technology transfer and 
capacity building of the artisanal miners will inevitably lead to further illegality and expose the sector to 
criminal groups.  
 
Additionally, ARM feels the urgency to point out how important it is that the mercury problems faced by the 
sector now do not merely transition into cyanide problems as a result of a lack of appropriate affordable and 
efficient mercury-free technological alternatives for miners. In the interest of the communities health 
and environmental impact, the world cannot afford to create these kinds of new problems while trying to solve 
old ones. 
 
ARM offers its knowledge and resources to assist governments and involved organizations to make sure that 
the convention truly fulfills its promise to become the miners’ ally on the path to sustainability. 
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For more information please contact:  
 
Dr. Maria Laura Barreto, Chair of the Board of Directors.  
laurabarreto@sympatico.ca  
 
Mr. Patrick Schein, Executive Board Member.  
schein.patrick@gmail.com  
 
Ms. Siri Teilmann-Ibsen, Communications Coordinator.  
tel: (+574) 3324711 and email: siriteilmann@communitymining.org  
 
 
Notes to editors: 

- The Alliance for Responsible Mining (ARM) is an independent, global-scale, pioneering initiative 
established in 2004 to enhance equity and wellbeing in artisanal and small-scale mining (ASM) 
communities. ARM is committed to social justice and environmental responsibility as the values driving 
the transformation of ASM.  
 

- ARM's vision is for ASM to become a formalized, organized and profitable activity that uses efficient 
technologies, that is socially and environmentally responsible, that increasingly develops within a 
framework of good governance, legality, participation and respect for diversity, and increases its 
contribution to the generation of decent work, local development, poverty reduction and social peace 
in our nations, driven by a growing consumer demand for sustainable minerals and ethical jewelry. 

 
- ARM’s work is focused on 4 strategic areas: Standard Setting, Producer Support, FAIRMINED Market 

Development and Advocacy and Communications. 
 

- ARM has developed the FAIRMINED Standard in collaboration with its network for responsible mining. 
The Standard includes five types of requirements: traceability, social development, economic 
development, environmental protection and labor conditions. Certified miners receive a guaranteed 
FAIRMINED Minimum Price and a premium payment, which is reinvested in community projects and in 
improving mining operations. 

 
- Currently, four mines in Bolivia, Peru and Colombia are certified in the FAIRMINED system, with over 30 

other mining organizations working towards certification in Latin America. Furthermore, ARM partners 
with UNIDO, GEF, FFEM and AGC to begin the certification process for ASM communities in Senegal, 
Burkina Faso and Mali; and in 2012 the organization began the expansion of its efforts into Mongolia. 

 
For more information on ARM and FAIRMINED please visit www.communitymining.org.   
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